
Episode 10:

How to Generate Leads with Active Engagement Online

5 Simple Tweaks to Shift from Passive to Active Engagement

If you feel like you’re wasting all your time posting and engaging on social media only to be ignored and have no
new business to show for it, it could be that you’re stuck in a Passive Tone and not giving folks anything to
engage WITH!

Passive Engagement is any comment, call to action, or digital conversation that is closed and relies on the other
person doing all the heavy lifting to get a conversation going. Active Engagement is any comment,  call to
action, or digital conversation that is open, inviting, engaging, and opens the door for other people to come in
and respond to what you're already putting out there.

Here are 5 simple tweaks you can make to common engagement scenarios that will open the door to fabulous
online conversations with your PPC (Perfect Potential Customer).

Passive Engagement

YouTube Video:
Thanks for watching, I hope you enjoyed the video.

Facebook Comment:
I love this quote. It really made me think differently. Thanks for sharing.

Instagram DM:
I love your feed. Let's stay in touch.

Description for Your  Facebook Live:
Listen in as I discuss my three favorite social media scheduling apps.

Response to a Comment on Your Blog:
Thanks for reading. I'm so glad you learned something new.

Comment on Someone Else's Blog:
Thank you for saying what I've been feeling. This is so relatable.

Are you seeing a pattern here? All of these responses, comments, and posts are accurate and pleasant. There's
nothing wrong with them. The problem is there is nowhere to go … you’ve not opened the door to a cool
conversation. You’ve closed it!

Active Engagement

YouTube Video:
Thanks for watching. What is your favorite social media scheduling tool? Bonus points if you share the link in the
comments below!
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Facebook Comment:
I love this quote. It really made me think differently. The first quote to ever blow my mind was Gandhi's, “Be the
change you wish to see in the world.” Do you remember the first quote that blew your mind?

Instagram DM:
I love your feed. I was really inspired by your story on overcoming imposter syndrome. I've def been struck by
good old imposter syndrome once or twice.  Do you have a go-to tool when you feel it creeping back in?

Description for Your  Facebook Live:
Listen in as I discuss my three favorite social media scheduling apps. Share your pros and cons and links to your
faves in the comments.

Response to a Comment on Your Blog:
Thanks for reading. Imposter syndrome is a real jerk eh?  What's your go-to way to ditch these thoughts and
feelings?w

Comment on Someone Else's Blog:
Thank you for saying what I've been feeling, this is so relatable. What helped you recognize your feelings and
put them into words?

These simple tweaks will revolutionize the way that you engage with people on social media. If you want to
increase engagement and have better relationships or conversations with your PPC, you need to shift into the
active engagement tone. Then, see who's responding and continue to engage with those folks and invite them
to hop on a call or Zoom to connect even deeper!

Next Steps

Now that you know how to get better engagement with your PPC
on social, what the heck to do say once you get them on a call with
you?

Watch my Perfect Sales Free Sales Call Template YouTube video
here!

Still feeling frustrated that you’re not getting the right people on a
call with you?

Start my free mini-course, 4 Business Building Basics Every New
Entrepreneur Needs to Know here!
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